1. William D. Watkins, CEO, Bridgelux
2. Vinod Khosla, Founder Khosla Ventures.
3. Lee Burrows, Partner, VantagePoint Venture Partners
4. John Doerr, Partner, Kleiner Perkins
5. Thom Siebel, Founder, Chairman of C3
6. Elon Musk, Chairman, Tesla, Chairman, CEO SolarCity
7. John Steinberg, Founder, CEO, Ecofactor
8. Steve Jurvetson, Partner Draper Fisher Jurvetson.
9. Bill Gross, Founder Idealab.
10. Ray Lane, Partner Kleiner Perkins.
11. Steve Westly, Founder The Westly Group.
12. Ric Fulop, Founder, A123Systems
13. Bob Metcalfe, Partner, Polaris Venture Partners
14. Scott Lang, CEO, Silver Spring Networks
15. Shai Agassi, Founder, CEO Project Better Place
16. Richard Lowenthal, Founder, CEO, of Coulomb Technologies
17. Frank Varasano, Founder, Former CEO V-Vehicle
18. Al Gore, Chairman Generation Investment Managment, Partner Kleiner Perkins
19. Bernard Tse, Founder, CEO, of Atieva
20. Bill Joy, Partner Kleiner Perkins
21. Scott Faris, CEO Planar Energy Devices
22. Trae Vassallo, Partner, Kleiner Perkins
23. Rob Ferber, CTO of KLD Energy Technologies
24. Warren Weiss, Partner Foundation Capital

The above are part of the 7/7 group.
http://gigaom.com/cleantech/25-who-ditched-infotech-for-greentech/

2005 Kleiner Invested in EESTOR which has gone black ops but Lockheed Martin has
filed a patent on
Jeff Skilling of Enron was from Mckinsey
http://bariumtitanate.blogspot.com/2008/07/eestor-permitivity-test-clue-from.html
Rajat Gupta, Vinod Khosla & John Doerr worked with Matt Rogers.
These friends have worked and hung out together:





Vinod Khosla, Founder, Khosla Ventures
Rajat Gupta, Senior Partner Emeritus, McKinsey & Company
Anil Kumar, Former Senior Partner, McKinsey & Company
Richard Foster- Currently the Chief Actuary of the U.S. Govt
R. Corey Booth - Chief Information Officer of the SEC



http://whatmatters.mckinseydigital.com/author/Matt+C.+Rogers/
Mckinsey is the Carlyle Group of the new age.

Exclusive: Energy Secretary Chu Calls for
Extension of 1603 Cash Grants
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In a conference call on Wednesday Energy Secretary Steven Chu said the Obama administration
supports the extension of key stimulus-funded renewable energy subsidy programs, including the very
popular 1603 cash grants.
The grants are “were widely popular,” Chu says in a conference call with cleantech and renewable energy
business executives. “Ideally we would like to see those [grants] extended…” he adds. Kleiner Perkins
Caufield & Byers’s John Doerr joined Chu in the call.
Over the past year the Treasury Department, which administers the 1603 grant program, has distributed
more than $5.2 billion in grants, of that wind farms picked up $4.4 billion. The funding supports up to 30
percent of a renewable energy project’s total cost. The grants are expected to end at the end of the year.
Chu concedes that with ongoing concern in Congress about the federal deficit, extending the 1603 grants
will be challenging. “Congress is worried about deficit spending but these [grants] programs have been
successful and if choices have to be made, these are good choices to make,” Chu says.
So far the DOE has allocated nearly all of the (99.9 percent, according to Chu) stimulus funds. The
stimulus programs is expected to double the country’s renewable energy capacity by 2012, Chu adds.

On the Renewable Electricity Standard (RES), Chu says a federal standard would help prop-up the
deployment of renewable energy and cleantech.
Over the coming year, Chu says the DOE will continue to support Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
projects, including the FutureGen initiative for which the DOE has committed $1 billion. The DOE also
plans to support efforts that seek to significantly cut the costs of photovoltaic solar power, at price levels,
Chu said, that are “well ahead of industry expectation.”
Read More, Link.
Source: Green Energy Reporter

--- On Sat, 2/28/09, norgesen <norgeson@...> wrote:

ï»¿
From: eyeswideoopen@...
To: Vicky Davis

Steven Chu - Energy Secretary

After the first paragraph, the information presented was extracted from a number of emails that I sent out
over the last year concerning McKinsey and Company. I think this corporation should be investigated for
racketeering, un-American activities, subversion of the U.S. economy and possibly treason on the part of
the Americans employed by this firm. That might sound strong - but I don't care. This corporation is bad
news.

This morning I'm watching a press conference by Energy Secretary Steven Chu. The upper corner of the
C-Span screen says that it was broadcast on Thursday. Chu is giving his plans for the (non) energy
system of the United States. He announced "that he is naming Matt Rogers as Senior Advisor to
implement these reforms and the investments in the Presidentâ€™s American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act. Rogers, formerly a senior partner of McKinsey and Company, has more than 20
years of experience in working with the energy industry and has done extensive work on the economics of
addressing the global climate crisis.

http://www.energy.gov/news2009/6934.htm

What their plans are is to squeeze the energy consumers by implementing energy systems that
supposedly are "free" but the free energy will cost us a fortune. For example, I read a statistic that in
order for New York City to get enough wind power to provide electricity for the city, you'd have to cover
the entire state of Connecticut with windmills. But - because wind power is not reliable, you still need
back up power systems.

This whole concept of restricting energy is like cutting off the life's blood to the economy. I just got a utility
bill for a place in which I'm not living - and I had the temperature set at 55 degrees for the entire time.
The bill was $100.00 for the month - and that power is hydroelectric - the cheapest source of power
available.

Precisely what is the point of restricting energy to our economy? Ask yourself that question. If the
government wanted to provide stimulus to the economy, why wouldn't they do everything possible including providing cheap energy? Cheap and plentiful energy would benefit everybody - rich, poor,
businesses, EVERYBODY.

France is covered with nuclear power plants. Why don't we have them? Despite the Bullsh*t that
nuclear is expensive, it really isn't once the facility is built. It's only expensive because greed is
acceptable in this country and it's killing this country.

A couple of months ago, I sent out an email on McKinsey and Company. Where ever their consultants
go, bankruptcies and destruction ensue. McKinsey and Company is a trojan horse horse
corporation working for the COMMUNIST world governing system.

Recall that Jeff Skilling brought down Enron. Jeff Skilling was a consultant for McKinsey and Company
before going to Enron.

There should be an investigation of McKinsey and Company to see how many corporations they've
brought down. Also, since the Managing Partner of McKinsey is British, there should be an investigation
of the link between oil market manipulation that was occurring out of London; with Cantor Fitizgerald -

also a British corporation - their cap and trade system and eSpeed energy trading system.

What I was looking for was information on McKinsey & Company because I knew I'd looked at them
before because of their links to Enron and a string of other now defunct American corporations.

In one of the links I found today on McKinsey was an interview with Richard Foster that included a picture
with the caption "Dare to Destroy":

I had to recover it from the internet archives so it's in a pdf.
http://www.channelingreality.com/Documents/McKinsey_Destroyer_All.pdf

Feeding the Flames
What every manager needs to know about creative destruction. An
interview with McKinsey's Richard Foster.
Russ Mitchell 05/01/2001 issue

Plenty of management quacks have written shelves of buzzwordy books containing
nary a lick of research to back up their pontifications. Richard Foster is not one of
them. A well-schooled engineer and scientist (he has two patents related to
plasma catalysis), he bases most of his management theories on a database of more
than 1,000 companies in 15 industries tracked over almost four decades.
Known as the McKinsey Corporate Performance Database, it follows the
performance of mostly U.S.-based companies and the stock markets. Foster, a
longtime senior partner and director with consultancy McKinsey & Co., says the database "mimics the real economy
with exceptional fidelity."

He reveals his findings in a new book. The title is a lengthy one: Creative Destruction: Why Companies That Are
Built to Last Underperform the Market-And How to Successfully Transform
Them. Thankfully, the prose is concise and the message is clear: Companies need to get a lot better at innovating,
and they've got to get a lot more committed to destroying what doesn't work to clear the ground for the stuff that
does. The book owes its inspiration to the late, great, but relatively unknown economist Joseph Schumpeter, who
described the inevitable process of entrepreneurial capitalism as "the gales of creative destruction."

What he is talking about is destroying businesses in the United States. The clear message is
"either outsource and join a supply chain - or die".

The reason that interview grabbed me - besides the obvious meltdown of our economy and trail
of broken and bankrupt corporations left in McKinsey's wake, and because Joseph Schumpeter
was a socialist, is because McKinsey's methodology is the very same methodology that was
used by the U.S. government - OSS - to determine which of Germany's factories should be
bombed in WWII to destroy their productive capacity:

http://www.channelingreality.com/NWO_WTO/charlatans.htm

Lubin had authorized BLS to create a small research unit at Harvard University in 1941; the
unit, under the direction of Wassili Leontief, constructed the first official input-output table.23
Leontiefâ€™s new technique employed a system of double entry bookkeeping that tabulated the
transactions of any one transactor group industry with all other groups. It included the flow of
intermediate as well as final output.
The technique had proved useful to the Office of Strategic Services during the war, helping to
pinpoint bombing targets of those German industries crucial to the war effort. Its earliest
domestic application had been an estimate made in 1944 for the Planning Division of the War
Production Board.24 "

And McKinsey is using it to destroy our productive capacity. And it is economic warfare.

Here is the Tides Foundation - give it a couple of minutes to paint the screen because it's loaded.

http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/Thinkmap%20SDK%202.5%20Standard%20Edition/webapp/TM1VER/index.asp?keyword=Shadow%20Party%20(SP)

A couple of weeks ago I sent out an email about McKinsey & Company. My impression after a couple of
observations - plus an article that I found that was an interview with the CEO or Chairman - whatever...
was that they were a trojan horse corporation. Where ever their consultants were hired, the corporation
soon after fell - bankrupt, ruined.

Tonight I was looking at the Tides Foundation on the DiscoverTheNetworks website. I ended up looking
at a Group of Groups - the Democracy Alliance.

http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Democracy_Alliance

In 2006 a San Francisco, CA, office was established by the Democracy Alliance at the Presidio in the
Tides Center, where Alliance member Drummond Pike has his offce.
Rob McKay of the McKay Foundation and Anna Burger of SEIU are the elected chair and vice chair of the
board of directors of the Democracy Alliance. [2]

"Members of the Democracy Alliance include billionaires like George Soros and his son Jonathan Soros,
former Rockefeller Family Fund president Anne Bartley, San Francisco Bay Area donors Susie Tompkins
Buell and Mark Buell, Hollywood director Rob Reiner, Taco Bell heir Rob McKay ... as well as New York
financiers like Steven Gluckstern."

To stabilize the organization internally after almost a year of early stumbles, the partners chose as
its managing director Judy Wade, a member of the elite firm McKinsey & Company, consultants to
multinational corporations

The following is the email that pertains to McKinsey and below that is a link to another article on
Corrupt Consultants - McKinsey's name appears in that one as well.

Background on John McCain and connection to Bronfman and

----- Original Message ----Sent: Monday, July 24, 2006 12:59 PM
Subject: US Dept of Commerce Outsources US Auto Industry to India. Chennai, India Webinar - Work of
Bronfman's via US Sen McCain - Please Forward to UAW and AFL/CIO

Look at the work of the Bronfman family Canada Jewish Mafia. via US Sen McCain they
have corrupted out US Dept of Commerce. McCain US Sen Dept of Commerce head
is showing us the benefits of destroying US jobs to ship to India.
See Web links for Details

http://www.h1bvisasucks.com/H1BDiscussions_issue_jordon.htm

http://www.h1bvisasucks.com/H1BDiscussions_issue_mcain.htm

Rajat Gupta Head of McKinsey got both Bush and Clinton to outsource millions of US jobs to India
He setup IndiaPAC www.usinpac.com He is also on top of US India Business Council located
right in the US Chamber of Commerce www.usibc.com.

Read this one for sure:
http://www.h1bvisasucks.com/H1BDiscussions_issue_mckinsey.htm

US Sen McCain married into the Bronfman's (Canada's Jewish Mafia). Tells up the benefits
of shipping millions of US jobs off shore leaving our borders wide open and getting involved

with entanglement with foreign affairs in the middle east.

See Details here on Gupta's junket to India with Clinton. See Clinton's ties with
the Bronfmans. They own DuPont, Warner Music/Video, Jerry Springer, Seagrams,
Vivendi. Top Campaign contributor to every US Presidential election on both sides
since 1960 ranked between 4 to 7 in every presidential election.

http://www.h1bvisasucks.com/H1BDiscussions_issue_clinton.htm

Is There a Culture of Corruption at
McKinsey?
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On Thursday March 10, 2011, 4:45 pm EST
The revelation that there may have been a "third man" at McKinsey with connections to the
alleged insider trading schemes of Galleon founder Raj Rajaratnam casts a shadow across the
reputation of the famous consulting firm. How deep does the corruption run?
If the allegations by the Securities and Exchange Commission against former Galleon chief Rajat
Gupta are true, we know that McKinsey was lead by a man who was willing to betray the very
corporations who had entrusted him to sit on their board of directors. It would mean that for
nearly a decade McKinsey was led by a deeply corrupt man.
Another former McKinsey partner, Anil Kumar, has already pleaded guilty to passing
information to Rajaratnam in return for bribes.
Now a third man has been brought into the mix. Kara Scannell of the Financial Times reports:

Jonathan Streeter, a federal prosecutor, told the jury that they would hear a recording of a phone
conversation Mr Rajaratnam had with his brother "talking about plotting to get inside
information from a consultant at McKinsey". He said Mr Rajaratnam tried to get the person,
described by the hedge fund trader as "dirty", to "play ball" by possibly placing the person's wife
on the Galleon payroll.
Clients of McKinsey have to be wondering if the famous consulting firm has devolved into a
snakepit.
"Three McKinsey consultants all channeling confidential information to a single hedge-fund
manager who wasn't even a client? That's not bad apples, it's a culture of corruption. At this point
it's unimaginable that it wasn't happening elsewhere as well," Felix Salmon writes.
John Gapper at the Financial Times warns that "McKinsey now faces a crisis of corporate
reputation which it needs to address in order to avoid its brand being badly tarnished."
It may seem extreme to draw conclusions about an entire firm from the actions a few individuals.
But it's not. Individuals at the top set the tone and establish the culture of a firm. When they are
morally compromised, the ethics of the firm rot. Far more than any regulation or official
supervision from government authorities-it's the ethics embodied by a firm's leadership that will
determine whether the firm as a whole is ethical.
Take Lehman Brothers. It's more than apparent that the personal character of Dick Fuld had a lot
to do with the shenanigans that helped accelerate that firm's demise. And Fuld's dishonesty was
apparent early on. According to former executives, back when Lehman was owned by American
Express, the bond traders were required to report their daily profits and losses to the "upstairs"
management.
Afraid that the American Express executives would become aware of how much risk the traders
were taking, the traders started fudging the numbers. On days they made a lot of money, they
didn't report all of it. On days when they lost money, they concealed the losses with the
unreported profits from the prior day. It made the daily profits and losses look smooth. They
called it "Dick's Reserve."
Is it any wonder that decades later, Lehman executives would be discovered to have used
accounting gimmicks to make the firm's balance sheet look healthier than it was?
Gupta's lawyer says he hasn't done anything wrong. Rajaratnam pleaded innocent of the charges
against him. We don't know who this "third man" is.
But right now, McKinsey is looking very, very bad. If the corruption started at the top, it's a good
bet it spread throughout the firm.

http://www.h1bvisasucks.com/H1BDiscussions_issue_bush.htm

I can smell McKinsey and Company clear out here in Idaho. They stink worse than 2 week old fish. The
entire plan for U.S. non-energy stinks.... is anybody paying attention? Or are we just going to lay down
and allow these COMMUNISTS to gut our economy and our country. Who will benefit most when the
U.S. declines to the third world? How about the European Union?

WHO WORKED AT MCKINSEY AND WENT THROUGH THE DAVID FOSTER “THINK
TRAINING”:

Business


























Vikram Akula - CEO and founder of SKS Microfinance
Delphine Arnault - director of LVMH
Massimo Arrighi - ex-CEO of Eurizon
Sir John Banham - chairman of Whitbread and British business man
Bengt Baron - Gold medalist at the 1980 Summer Olympics, CEO and
president of Absolut Vodka
Wolfgang Bernhard - chairman of Volkswagen
John Birt, Baron Birt - director-general of the BBC (1992–2000)
Marvin Bower - managing director of McKinsey & Company (1950–67)
Robert N Brisco - CEO, Internet Brands
Massimo Capuano - CEO of Borsa Italiana, chairman of the World Federation
of Exchanges
Ronald Cohen - founder of Apax Partners
Humphrey Cobbold - former chairman of Fish4
John Cook [disambiguation needed] - former EVP of Operations of Kellogg Company
(1999–2001)
Patrick Cox - former chairman of NBC Europe
Richard Currie - company director
Vittorio Colao - CEO of Vodafone
Alison Davis- Managing Partner of Belvedere Capital
Ian Davis - former managing director of McKinsey & Company
Julian Day - chairman and CEO of RadioShack and former chairman and CEO
of Kmart
Bristol Decker - Actress and consultant
Stephen DeFalco - president and CEO of MDS Inc.
Colin Dyer - CEO of Jones Lang LaSalle
John Elliott - Australian businessman
Carolyn Fairbairn - BBC executive
George l. (Chuck) Farr - vice chairman at American Express Company












































Matteo Fedeli - CEO of McFedels & Company S.p.A.
Ricardo Ferreira - Managing Partner of A Vida é Bela
(www.avidaebela.com.br) in Brazil
Tom Flocco - president and CEO of Jim Beam brands
Russell P. Fradin - chairman and CEO of Hewitt Associates
William Foote - chairman and CEO of USG Corporation
Richard N. Foster - managing partner of Foster Health Partners and author
Lee French - president and COO of Kaplan, Inc.
Ashu Garg - Partner, Foundation Capital
Tom Gentile - President and CEO of GE Consumer Finance
Jeff George, CEO of Sandoz International GmbH
Mike George - president and CEO of QVC Inc.
Louis V. Gerstner, Jr. - former chairman and CEO of IBM and chairman of The
Carlyle Group
George N. Gillett, Jr. - Vail, Colorado-based businessman and owner of the
Montreal Canadiens and England's Liverpool Football Club
Harvey Golub - chairman of Campbell Soup Company
James P. Gorman - co-president of Morgan Stanley
Mario Greco - CEO of Zurich Global Life
Stephen Green (banker) - chairman of HSBC
Rajat Gupta - managing director of McKinsey & Company (1994–2003) and
corporate director
Bob Haas - chairman of Levi Strauss & Co.
John Hagel - author, consultant
Kristof Hagerman - CEO of Corel Corporation
Steve Hasker - president, media products, The Nielsen Company
Bruce A. Henderson - chairman and CEO of Imation
Randall Hogan III - chairman and CEO of Pentair
Betsy Holden - former co-CEO of Kraft Foods, later joined McKinsey as a
senior advisor
Eric Janvier - co-founder, Schlumberger Business Consulting
Jon Katzenbach - founder of Katzenbach Partners LLC
Susanne Klatten - Germany's richest woman
Marius Kloppers - CEO of BHP Billiton
Anil Kumar - former senior partner of McKinsey & Company
Mark Leiter - President, Global Practices & Consulting Services, The Nielsen
Company
Matthew Le Merle - Chairman of the Advisory Board of Shanshan Group and
Yurun Group
Helge Lund - CEO of StatoilHydro
James Paul Manzi - chairman and CEO of Lotus Development Corporation
John C. Malone - chairman of Liberty Media, CEO of Discovery Holding
Company
James McNerney - chairman and CEO of Boeing
Ronald O'Hanley - vice chairman of Mellon Financial Corporation
Kenichi Ohmae - corporate strategist
Azran Osman Rani - CEO of AirAsia X
Helmut Panke - former chairman and CEO of BMW AG
Corrado Passera - CEO of Intesa Sanpaolo
Roger Parry - chairman and CEO of Clear Channel International
























Alessandro Profumo - ex-CEO of UniCredit
Phil Purcell - former chairman and CEO of Morgan Stanley
Peter Sands - CEO of Standard Chartered Bank
Silvio Scaglia - Founder of Fastweb, 13th richest man in Italy according to
Forbes
Paolo Scaroni - CEO, Eni - ex-CEO, Enel
Jonathan I. Schwartz - CEO of Sun Microsystems
Kevin W. Sharer - chairman and CEO of Amgen Inc.
Christopher A. Sinclair - former chairman and CEO of PepsiCo
Jeff Skilling - former CEO of Enron
Jonathan Spector - CEO of The Conference Board
Ken Stevens - former president of Taco Bell, CEO of Express and CFO of
Limited Brands
Gerald L. Storch - chairman and CEO of Toys "R" Us
Tidjane Thiam - managing director of Aviva International
Evan Thornley - co-founder of LookSmart
Pamela Thomas-Graham - group president of Liz Claiborne Inc. and former
president and CEO of CNBC
Peter Thum - founder, Ethos Water, and social entrepreneur
Mark R. Weldon - CEO of the New Zealand Stock Exchange (NZX) and former
Olympian
Miles D. White - chairman and CEO of Abbott Laboratories
Michael Wolf - former president and COO of MTV Networks
Robert Worcester - founder of MORI
Peter Wuffli - former CEO of UBS AG
Klaus Zumwinkel - ex-chairman of Deutsche Post

Politics and public service














R. Corey Booth - Chief Information Officer of the SEC
Ryan Brumberg - U.S. Congressional candidate
Jim Coutts - Canadian Prime Ministerial advisor (1963–66, 1975–81)
Božidar Đelić - Serbian Minister of Economy and Finance (2001–2003), vicepresident of the Government of Serbia (2007–present)
Roger W. Ferguson, Jr. - vice chairman of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System (2001–2006), CEO of TIAA-CREF
William Hague - Foreign Secretary of the United Kingdom (2010-present),
member of the British Parliament (1989–present); leader of the Conservative
Party (1997–2001)
Wendell E. Hulcher - Mayor of Ann Arbor (1965–69)
Reed Hundt - chairman of the Federal Communications Commission (1993–
1997)
Greg Hunt - Member of the Australian House of Representatives (2001–
present)
Radovan Jelašić - governor of the National Bank of Serbia
Bobby Jindal - Governor of the State of Louisiana (2008–present); member of
the U.S. House of Representatives (2004–2008)
Nancy Killefer - Assistant Secretary for Management, CFO, and COO at the
United States Department of the Treasury (1997–2000)






































John D. Macomber - President of the Export-Import Bank of the United States
(1989–1992)
Karen Mills - venture capitalist, Administrator designate of the Small Business
Administration (SBA)
Toshimitsu Motegi - member of the House of Representatives of Japan(1993–
present); State Minister in Charge of Financial Services(2007–2008)
Arthur Mutambara - Zimbabwean politician
Naheed Nenshi - Mayor of Calgary (2010-present)
Peter Orszag - economist, Barack Obama's OMB director designate, former
CBO director, formerly of the Brookings Institution
Svein Harald Øygard - Norwegian Ministry of Finance, State Secretary (1990–
1994); Governor Central Bank of Iceland (Sedlabanki Islands) (2009-)
Susan E. Rice - United States Ambassador to the United Nations (2009–
Present), United States Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs (1997–
2001), formerly of the Brookings Institution
Stuart Shilson - Assistant Private Secretary to the Queen in the Royal
Household of the Sovereign of the United Kingdom
John Stoner - Senior Military Advisor to Vice President Al Gore (1996–1998)
Van Taylor - U.S. Congressional candidate
Pieter Winsemius - Dutch Minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and the
Environment (1982–1986, 2006–2007)
T. J. Allard - actor
Paul Antony - chief medical officer of the Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America
Martin Neil Baily - economist
Christopher A. Bartlett - professor emeritus at Harvard Business School
Eric Beinhocker - author
Heather Bell - director of international strategy, University of Oxford
Esther Brimmer - academic
Sylvia Mathews Burwell - president of the Global Development Program of the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Chelsea Clinton - daughter of former U.S. President Bill Clinton and Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton
James C. Collins - academic, author Good to Great
Davide D. - CEO of italian company
Joseph Daniels - president and CEO of the World Trade Center Memorial
Foundation
Howard Davies - director of the London School of Economics, former
chairman of the British Financial Services Authority
Bill Drayton - social entrepreneur
Shuman Ghosemajumder - technologist
Chandra Gnanasambandam, a.k.a, Chandra G - Indian pop artist
Chris Goodall - Green Party politician and environmental campaigner
Mohsin Hamid - novelist
Tom Hayhoe - healthcare director, former politician, and offshore racing sailor
Fred Hilmer - Australian academic
Kenneth E. Iverson - designer of the APL and J programming languages and
Turing laureate
Yul Kwon - winner of Survivor: Cook Islands












Phil Lapsley - electrical engineer
Georgia Lee - filmmaker
Kyriakos Mitsotakis - Greek MP
Thomas J. Peters - author
Chris Philp - chairman of the Bow Group (2004–05)
Alejandro Plaz - founder of Súmate
James Twining - novelist
Adair Turner, Baron Turner of Ecchinswell - academic, businessman
Luis Ubiñas - president of the Ford Foundation
Jerome Vascallero - vice chancellor of Brown University

